K-8 Dismissal Procedures 2016-17

All parents are encouraged to exit vehicles and walk to the front of the row so children can easily find their carpools. Please turn off ignition during carpool for safety and air quality. (Studies have shown that carpool lots produce dangerous air quality for children, especially those with allergies and asthma.)

**Walkers** will dismiss at 2:35. They will be escorted to the crosswalk at Taylorsville Rd. **Buses** will load in the circle by the front entrance to the school. Buses will dismiss before carpool at approximately 2:40.

**Families will not be assigned to carpool sessions this year. Carpool parking spots are first come, first serve. Please be on time.**

**Arrive and park by 2:35.** (12:50 on 1:00 dismissal days)
(Yellow arrows) When entering campus, turn left into upper lot. Follow double lanes around to Lots 1, 2, and 3. Left lane turns left and enters Lot 3. Back into parking spaces. Right lane turns into Lot 2. Back into parking spaces. As spaces fill, cars will move to Lot 1 and pull forward into swim lanes. Once Lots 1, 2, and 3 are filled, park in double lanes facing the Community Center in upper lot. Students may walk to cars as far back as the third entrance to upper lot. Cars beyond this entrance will pull forward into Lot 1 for a second round, if needed.

(Red arrows) When whistle is blown, students must be on sidewalk. Beginning with Lot 3, followed by Lot 2, then Lot 1, cars will be dismissed to exit through lot closest to the church. Exit through Stone Lakes Drive. A teacher will be at intersection to hold incoming traffic.

All students who are not picked up in carpool will dismiss to the cafeteria (ESC) at 3:00 p.m. and will be charged accordingly.